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Abstract
The challenge of the NIPS4B competition is to identify 87 sound classes of
birds and other animals present in 1000 audio recordings, collected in the
field. The difficulty of this task lies in the large number of species and
sounds that have to be identified in various contexts dealing with different
levels of background noise and simultaneously vocalizing animals. The
solution presented here ranks first place on the kaggle private leaderboard
and achieves an Area Under the Curve of 91.7% (AUC).
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In trod u cti on

The audio data was recorded at different places in Provence France and is provided by the
BIOTOPE society, having one of the largest collections of wildlife recordings of birds in
Europe. The nearly 2 hours of recordings are split into smaller clips ranging from 0.25 to
5.75 seconds. The recordings were done with Wildlife Acoustics SM2 and are presented in
uncompressed WAV format with a sample rate of 44.1 kHz. The 87 individual sound classes
within these recordings represent different bird species and their songs, calls and drumming.
Other animal species living in the same environment like insects and one amphibian are also
included. The training set consists of 687 audio files. Each file is paired with the subset of sound
classes present in that recording. Some recordings are empty, containing only background noise,
others contain up to 6 different simultaneously vocalizing birds or insects. Each species is
represented by nearly 10 training files within various contexts, different background noises and an
arbitrary number of other species. The goal of the competition is to identify which of the 87 sound
classes of birds and amphibians are present in 1000 continuous wildlife recordings, using only the
provided audio files and machine learning algorithms for automatic pattern recognition.
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Prep ro cessi n g an d S egmen tati on

The method of segmentation has a big influence on classification results. Several different
approaches were tested. The one that works best regarding leaderboard score is surprisingly
simple. Audio files are first resampled to 22050 Hz. After applying the STFT using a
hanning window with a size of 512 samples and 75% overlap the resulting spectrogram is
normalized to a maximum of 1.0. The 4 lowest and 24 highest frequency bins are removed,
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leaving 228 frequency bins or spectrogram rows representing the relevant frequency range of
approximately 170 to 10000 Hz. The narrowed spectrogram o f each audio file is treated as
grayscale image and further processed for noise reduction and segmentation.
To reduce background noise each pixel value is set to 1 if it is above 3 times the median of
its corresponding row (frequency band) AND 3 times the median of its corresponding
column (time frame), otherwise it is set to 0. This Median Clipping per frequency band and
time frame removes already most of the background noise. Variable noise levels in different
frequency regions are compensated and short, broadband distortions coming from rain, wind
or microphone handling are attenuated.
The resulting binary image is further processed using standard image processing techniques
(e.g. closing, dilation, median filter). Finally, all connected pixel s exceeding a certain spatial
extension are labeled as a segment and a rectangle with a small area added to each direction
is used to define its size and position. Figure 1 gives an example of the preprocessing steps
involved and Figure 2 shows the outcome of a complete segmentation process.

Figure 1: Preprocessing of Spectrogram Image
Preprocessing the spectrograms extracts 9198 segments from the training data and 16726
segments from the test recordings.

Figure 2: Spectrogram Image with marked Segments
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Fea tu re E xt racti on

Features are calculated for both, training and test files, coming from three different sources:
File-Statistics, Segment-Statistics and Segment-Probabilities.
File-Statistics include minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation taken from all
values of the unprocessed spectrogram. Additionally the spectrogram is divided into 16
equally sized and distributed frequency bands and their minima, maxima, means and
standard deviations are also included.
For Segment-Statistics the number of segments per file plus minimum, maximum, mean and
standard deviation for width, height and frequency position of all se gments per file are
calculated.
In order to find Segment-Probabilities a variation of Fodor’s method [1] is used which was
already successfully applied in the MLSP 2013 Competition. The highest matching
probability of all segments extracted from training files associated with one or more sound
class is determined in all files by template matching using normalized cross-correlation [2].
A Gaussian blur with a sigma of 1.5 is applied to segment and target spectrogram before
matching. Best matches are only searched for within the frequency range of the segment (± a
small tolerance of 4 pixels). Unlike Fodor, the template matching uses only absolute-intensity
spectrograms and for better performance the OpenCV library [4] is used.
File- and Segment-Statistics produce 81 features per file scaled to the range [0 1]. SegmentProbabilities create, corresponding with the number of extracted segments from the training
set, 9198 features per file.
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Fea tu re S el ecti on

As in [1] already suggested the multi-instance multi-label classification problem is turned
into 87 individual classification problems. In that way the probability for each target sound
class is calculated separately for all files. Each of the 87 classifiers uses all File- and
Segment-Statistics. But as for the Segment-Probabilities, only those belonging to segments
extracted from training files associated with the corresponding target sound class are
included. This way the number of features to be taken into account for learning and
predicting a particular sound class can be reduced significantly which produces much better
classification results.
To give an example: Sound class 86 appears in 8 training files (107, 172, 264, 353, 387, 504,
510 and 596). For learning and predicting this particular sound class, only matching
probabilities belonging to segments extracted from these 8 files are included as features. The
number of relevant features selected from Segment-Probabilities for each sound class is
listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Number of selected features and estimators per sound class plus AUC scores
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Cl assi f i cati on

The scikit-learn library is used for classification [3]. For each sound class an ensemble of
randomized decision trees (sklearn.ensemble.ExtraTreesRegressor) is applied. The number
of estimators is chosen to be twice the number of selected features per class but not greater
than 500. The winning solution considers 4 features when looking for the best split and
requires a minimum of 3 samples to split an internal node. During 12 -fold cross validation
the probability of each sound class in all test files is predicted and at the end, after removing
the lowest and highest value, averaged.
Good classification results are possible even without calculating File- and Segment-Statistics
and therefor without the need to segment the test recordings. Just with SegmentProbabilities, using the same parameter settings as mentioned above, a score of 91.6% AUC
on the private leaderboard can be achieved. A score around 84% is achievable using Fileand Segment-Statistics exclusively.
By ranking feature importance returned from the decision trees during training one can find
important segments to identify each sound class. Figure 3 and 4 show the ten most important
segments to identify the songs of Cetti's Warbler (sound class 11) and Common Chiffchaff
(sound class 55). Both sound classes achieve very good classification results with a score
close to 100%. Figure 5 gives an example of a sound class with poor classification results.
The feature ranking returned from decision trees to identify the call of the European Serin
(sound class 66) is partly incorrect and segments are not properly assigned.
To give an idea how well individual species can be identified, a score per sound class is
calculated on one third of the training data during 3-fold cross validation. The average of
this score is listed and visualized in Table 1.

Figure 3: Important segments to identify the song of Cettia cetti (Cetti's Warbler)

Figure 4: Important segments to identify the song of Phylloscopus collybita (Common
Chiffchaff)

Figure 5: Important segments to identify the call of Serinus serinus (European Serin)
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Con cl u si on

This working note describes the winning solution of the NIPS4B 2013 multi-label Bird
Species Classification Challenge. The solution of the MLSP 2013 Competition, implemented
and described by Fodor, was used as a starting point for further development. The here
proposed method includes an efficient way of extracting single sound events and connected
sequences of bird calls and syllables in complex acoustic scenes and noisy environments. An
ensemble of randomized decision trees is used to learn and predict the binary relevance of
each sound class separately with individually selected features per class. The complete
source code to reproduce the classification results and additional figures are available at
www.animalsoundarchive.org/RefSys/Nips4b2013.php.
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